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Abstract

We modelled the resilience and transient dynamics of terrestrial paleocommunities from the Karoo Basin, South Africa, around the Permian-Triassic mass extinction. Using recently refined biostratigraphic data that suggest two pulses of extinction leading up to the Permian-Triassic boundary, we show that during times of low extinction, paleocommunities were no more stable than randomly assembled communities, but they became stable during the mass extinction. Modelled food webs before and after the mass extinction have lower resilience and less stable transient dynamics compared to random food webs lacking in functional structure but of equal species richness. They are, however, more stable than random food webs of equal richness but with randomized functional structure. In contrast, models become increasingly more resilient and have more stable transient dynamics, relative to the random models, as the mass extinction progressed. The increased stability of the community that resulted from the first pulse of extinction was driven by significant selective extinction against small-bodied amniotes, and significantly greater probabilities of survival of large-bodied amniotes. These results point to a positive relationship between evolved patterns of functional diversity and emergent community dynamics, with observed patterns being more stable than alternative possibilities.

Significance

Anthropogenic impacts on modern ecosystems have no precedents in human history. The fossil record does contain episodes of severe biodiversity crises, but incomplete preservation and low temporal resolution make it difficult to equate fossil data to modern ecological processes. We examined terrestrial paleocommunities from Earth’s most severe mass extinction, the Permian-Triassic mass extinction (PTME), and modelled their dynamic stabilities. We show that during times of low extinction, paleocommunities were no more stable than randomly assembled communities, but they became more stable during the mass extinction. Increased stability resulted mostly from selective extinction and survival based on vertebrate body size. Whether modern communities will behave similarly depends on the similarity between human drivers and those of the PTME.
Introduction

Anthropogenically-driven global biological change is predicted to have dramatic negative effects on Earth’s ecosystems over the next centuries. Since the end of the last glaciation, climate change and the significant increase of human impacts on ecological systems have driven enough species to extinction, and threaten so many others, that the planet may be in the early stages of a mass extinction comparable in rate and magnitude to the Big Five mass extinctions recognized in the Phanerozoic fossil record (1). Disruptions to ecosystem functions and the biotic interactions which sustain those functions will be associated with the expected loss of species and their particular functional traits. The extent to which ecosystem functions and key processes are maintained as species are lost and added to systems is linked directly to human well-being because of societal reliance on many of those functions (2). If we are indeed initiating a sixth mass extinction, however, there is no precedent in human history to serve as a guide to the dynamic properties of ecosystems as they are stressed to such degrees and deconstructed on this scale. Nevertheless, there have been events in the Earth’s past comparable to and exceeding the expected severity of the modern crisis that may provide insight.

Here we use data from the most severe of those events, the Permian-Triassic mass extinction (PTME), coupled with models of paleocommunity food web dynamics, to examine the ecological basis for species persistence during extreme environmental crises. We address specifically the contributions of species richness and functional diversity to community stability prior to the crisis, as the crisis unfolded, and in the aftermath as richness and function recovered, and we ask three questions. First, what were the relationships between patterns of functional diversity and community stability? Second, how did declines of species richness and functional diversity affect community stability? Third, were functional patterns of species extinction random? We use a statistical ensemble approach to model food webs fully consistent with paleocommunity data, and analyze two aspects of community stability: (i) local stability or resilience (3), and (ii) short-term transient community responses to perturbation (4).

To address these questions, we assembled paleocommunity data from the highly fossiliferous Middle Permian to Middle Triassic terrestrial ecosystems of the Beaufort Group from the Karoo Basin of South Africa (5–7). It is clear that a major faunal turnover, with far-reaching evolutionary and ecological implications, took place in the Karoo at about the time of the Permo-Triassic boundary (PTB) (ca. 252.1 mya) (Fig. 1). Only four tetrapod genera (Lystrosaurus, Moschorhinus, Promoschorhynchus, Tetracydon) of over 50 in the latest Permian Karoo biostratigraphic assemblage zone are known to cross the PTB (8–10), and richness is low in the Early Triassic despite relatively large amounts of fossiliferous outcrop area (11). The cosmopolitan southern Gondwana tetrapod fauna was fragmented by the extinction (12), surviving clades exhibited reduced body sizes and altered growth and life history patterns (10,13–16), and Early Triassic Karoo communities had anomalous structure (17,18). Because of these facts, we consider the Karoo record to be extremely relevant to understanding the ecological responses of terrestrial communities to major disturbances, even if the exact causes and timing of the PTME remain controversial (19–26).

Our paleocommunities include the Permian Pristerognathus, Tropidostoma, Cistecephalus, and Dicynodon assemblage zones, and the Triassic Lystrosaurus and Cynognathus assemblage zones (5). Although these paleocommunities are time-averaged (radiometric dates indicate that the Permian zone durations vary between 1-3 million years (7)) and geographically-averaged across the basin, the averaging smoothes short-term fluctuations of local community composition and provides a longer-term perspective on paleocommunity persistence from the late Middle Permian to the early Middle Triassic. Further stratigraphic and faunal refinements of the zones, and correlations
among them, are ongoing (27–34), and we utilize a recent hypothesis of a two-pulsed pattern of tetrapod extinctions approaching the PTB in the upper portion of the Dicynodon Assemblage Zone (DAZ) (34). We therefore constructed three sub-communities for the DAZ (Fig. 1): 1) a Phase 0 (Ph0) background community comprising all taxa that occurred within the DAZ; 2) a Phase 1 (Ph1) survivor community consisting of the 15 tetrapod taxa that reached the lower part of the extinction interval and persisted for an average of 21.8 ky; and 3) a Phase 2 (Ph2) survivor community, persisting for an average of 33.1 ky and comprising the seven tetrapod taxa that became extinct just before the PTB or cross the boundary to persist in the Lystrosaurus Assemblage Zone. Throughout, we refer to the time of the DAZ Ph1 and Ph2 communities as mass extinction intervals, and all other paleocommunities, including DAZ Ph0, as intervals of background extinction.

The PTME transition in the Karoo Basin thus presents an opportunity to examine community dynamics during severe biodiversity crises. Time averaging and incomplete preservation, however, prohibit the measurement of parameters normally employed for descriptions of community dynamics, such as population sizes. We therefore employ a dynamic systems approach where parameter values are constrained to ranges consistent with the available paleocommunity data. The examination of multiple models with different initial conditions yields expected average behaviours of the communities. The significance of those behaviours is assessed by comparison to similar models where one or more of the measured paleocommunity parameters, namely species richness, functional diversity, and the manner in which richness is partitioned or distributed among functional groups, are held constant.

**Paleocommunity models**

Each paleocommunity was modelled as a food web, which can be reconstructed from fossil data, and are fundamental to understanding community dynamics. Although paleontological data often lack the level of detail regarding biotic interactions that is available for modern communities, paleotrophic interactions can be derived from direct observations such as predatory traces and preserved gut contents (35), or inferred on the basis of functional morphological interpretations, body size relationships, and habitat (36). These data define patterns of trophic interactions, the functional diversity of a paleocommunity and consequently the manner in which the taxon richness of the community was partitioned among different functions or trophic guilds. Trophic interactions among guilds in turn constrain the number and types of food web topologies that could have existed in the past (37). Thus, of the number of food web topologies possible for a given species richness ($S$), only a subset would be consistent with the observed number of trophic guilds ($G$) and the inferred interactions among them (37, 38).

We constructed and compared three models from the complete set of possible food webs in order to analyze the relationship between $S$, $G$, functional structure (topology) and community stability. The first consisted of topologies fully consistent with the observed functional partitioning of $S$ and hence the paleocommunity data (Model I), whereas a second (Model II) comprised food webs derived from a Model I food web, with the number of species and interspecific interactions held constant, but with randomized linkages that eliminated the observed functional partitions (Fig. 2). The third model (Model III) held both $S$ and $G$ constant, but randomized partition richnesses and the interactions among the partitions. Model III compares the effect of the observed patterns of functional diversity to random patterns of equal diversity, that is, the functional diversity of the system is retained, but the richnesses and interactions among functional groups are randomized.
The exact number of interspecific interactions of a fossil species and the species with which it interacted, remains uncertain to an extent determined by the quality of the paleocommunity’s preservation. We accounted for this by modelling the number of prey per consumer species using hyperbolic distributions, in this case a truncated mixed exponential-power law function with a range from one to the maximum number of prey possible given the pattern of guild-level interactions (17) (Methods). Food web models of modern communities are also distinguished by the signs and strengths of interspecific interactions, the former of which can be observed directly or inferred indirectly for fossil interactions, but the latter of which cannot be measured. By parameterizing our Models I-III similarly, however, we focus on the effects of varying $S$ and $G$, not interaction strengths, and acknowledge the fact that interaction strengths are unavailable from our data. Our measures of resilience and transient dynamics are therefore comparative measures between Models I-III for individual paleocommunities and relative measures among all the Karoo paleocommunities, and are not absolute quantitative descriptions of paleocommunity dynamics.

Given the long geological durations and persistence of the Karoo communities and species during intervals with background probabilities of extinction, we focused on two equilibrium perspectives of community stability, namely resilience and transient dynamics. Resilience is defined here as the time taken for a locally stable community to return to equilibrium after a relatively minor perturbation (3) that excludes species extinctions (Fig. 3A). A return to equilibrium is guaranteed, however, only if the frequency of perturbation exceeds the return time (39). We consider this to have become increasingly improbable as environmental conditions deteriorated during the PTME, so we are also interested in paleocommunity dynamics on timescales shorter than the resilience timescale. We therefore modelled each community’s transient dynamics on timescales shorter than resilience timescales. Transient dynamics may include significant demographic departures away from equilibrium (4). Such reactive communities may in fact never be in equilibrium if they are perturbed frequently, perhaps a common state of many modern communities and populations (40, 41).

Resilience

We measured the local stability of each model as the resilience distribution of an ensemble of stochastically generated Lotka-Volterra food web representations (Methods). Lotka-Volterra parameterizations of food webs describe the growth rate of each species as a sum of partial differential terms of interspecific interactions plus a self-regulatory term. Positive coefficients (predator consuming prey) represent the contribution of predation on another species to population growth, whereas negative coefficients represent the per capita impact of a predatory species. The self-regulatory term describes population growth in the absence of interspecific interactions, and are always negative in our models, meaning that the population growth of all species, including primary producers, are ultimately limited by the environment. The $S$ by $S$ matrix of all interspecific interactions in a paleocommunity, or Jacobian matrix, was assembled with stochastic draws from uniform distributions (Methods). One hundred matrices were generated for each Model I-III per paleocommunity. Model I-III matrices differ in their patterns of interspecific interactions and hence distribution of non-zero elements. The number of positive links or elements per consumer species was determined in Model I as a function of its guild’s in-degree distribution (Methods). Each iteration of a Model I web was used as the basis for generating a Model II web with an equal number of interactions. The elements of the matrix were re-arranged randomly with the only constraints being that producers remained producers and each consumer had at least one prey species. Model II therefore represents webs of richness $S$ but without the observed paleo-
community guild structure (Fig. 2). \( S \) and guild number \( G \) were held constant in Model III, but inter-guild links and guild richnesses were randomized. Model I and III webs of a paleocommunity are therefore of equal \( S \) and \( G \), but \( S \) is partitioned differently among \( G \), yielding different patterns of interspecific interactions and functional diversity.

A paleocommunity matrix was determined to be locally stable if the real parts of all its eigenvalues were negative (3, 42). Resilience, or the relative time taken to return to equilibrium after perturbation, was calculated as the negative inverse of that eigenvalue, and is hence a positive real number (3). The probability of a stable community matrix being generated randomly decreases as \( S \) increases, and this is the case for the Karoo paleocommunities during times of background rates of extinction; 100% of Model I-III food webs were unstable (\( n = 300 \) per paleocommunity). In contrast, as \( S \) declined during the first and second phases of the mass extinction, the fraction of locally stable webs increased to 31% (DAZ Ph1) and 78% (DAZ PH2). A comparison of Ph1 and Ph2 Model I webs to Model II and III randomized counterparts confirms, however, that the contrast is not a function of declining \( S \) due to extinction. No Model II webs of the Ph1 and Ph2 paleocommunities are stable, emphasizing an importance of functional structure to resilience. 10.5% and 40% of Model III webs for Ph1 and Ph2 are resilient, though those fractions are significantly lower than their Model I counterparts (Fisher’s exact test, \( p < 0.0001 \) for both comparisons). This shows that overall, a partitioned functional structure increases the likelihood of resilient webs as \( S \) decreases, but also that the paleocommunity functional structures that actually existed during the mass extinction had significantly greater probabilities of being resilient than would have been the case for alternative patterns of functional structure.

The absence of resilient Model I food webs during intervals of background extinction does not mean necessarily that the real paleocommunities were never resilient. Randomly generated Model I webs from those paleocommunities simply have lower probabilities of being resilient, when compared to Ph1 and Ph2 webs, because of their greater \( S \). But in addition to \( S \) and \( G \), resilience is determined by the magnitudes of the randomly generated matrix elements. If those elements were modified to produce stable webs while holding \( S \) constant, Model I-III comparisons within a paleocommunity would then be contrasts among resilient webs that differ only in patterns of functional structure, or lack thereof. Such comparisons were facilitated by making each food web resilient using a Markov Chain Monte Carlo optimization of the community matrix with incremental random modifications of matrix elements until stability was achieved. These minimally resilient webs allow us to compare models even if their initial, stochastically generated versions were not resilient. Results show that the numeric resilience of Model I and II food webs do not differ significantly during times of background extinction, but both are significantly less resilient than Model III webs (ANOVA, \( p < 0.0001 \) for all communities) (Fig. 3A). Resilience would not have been a distinguishing feature of real food webs (Model I) during those times. There are no differences among the models, however, during the first phase of the extinction (ANOVA, \( F(2,397) = 2.27, p = 0.104 \)). The extinction-altered Ph1 Model I functional structure produces food webs as resilient as those of Models II and III, implying either that the extinction-diminished system underwent a relative increase in resilience, or that randomizations of that structure would have been relatively less resilient than those of previous paleocommunities (Fig. 3B). Our framework cannot reject either of these hypotheses. Model I food webs of the successive Ph2 extinction, however, are significantly more resilient than their randomized Model II and III counterparts (ANOVA, \( F(2,397) = 25.12, p < 0.0001 \) (Fig. 3C). Thus, the Ph1 mass extinction paleocommunity was as resilient as its randomized counterparts of comparable \( S \) and \( G \), and the Ph2 paleocommunity was more resilient.
Transient dynamics

A major criticism of resilience as a guide to how communities respond to perturbation is that it describes post-perturbative dynamics asymptotically as time goes to infinity, which clearly poses a problem if perturbations are relatively frequent \((4, 43)\). Another criticism is that the smooth and monotonic decline of a perturbation is unrealistic. Conversely, long-lasting displacements amplified by population reactions would pose dangers to the community if perturbations are recurrent and amplification leads to extinction. The tendency to react, that is to amplify perturbations, is in fact a common feature of food web models \((39)\), and possibly one explanation for variable dynamics observed in modern communities. We therefore examined the transient dynamics of the Karoo paleocommunities using the same Jacobian community matrices generated for Models I-III and the resilience analysis. We measured three properties of the minimally resilient model food webs: reactivity, maximum amplification \((\rho_{\text{max}})\), and timing of the maximum amplification \((t_{\text{max}})\) \((4)\) (Methods). Reactivity is the maximum instantaneous amplification of displacement from equilibrium taken over all possible perturbations. Tracking the evolution of the displacement yields the maximum amplification \((\rho_{\text{max}})\) during the return to equilibrium and the time at which it occurs \((t_{\text{max}})\).

Model I paleocommunities from intervals of background extinction exhibited intermediate to significantly greater transient behaviour than the randomized Model II and III food webs (Fig. 4A). For example, Model I webs of DAZ Ph0 are significantly more reactive than the functionally randomized Model III food webs, and fully randomized Model II webs are the least reactive \((\text{ANOVA, } F(2,397) = 3606.35, p < 0.0001)\). Model I webs also have significantly greater amplification, \(\rho_{\text{max}}\), and significantly longer \(t_{\text{max}}\) than Model II webs, but significantly lesser \(\rho_{\text{max}}\) and \(t_{\text{max}}\) values than Model III webs \((\rho_{\text{max}}: \text{Kruskal-Wallis test, d.f. } = 2, \text{ chi-square } = 31.037, p = 0.0001; t_{\text{max}}: \text{Kruskal-Wallis test, d.f. } = 2, \text{ chi-square } = 31.13, p = 0.0001)\). Fully random Model II food webs therefore exhibit the most stable transient dynamics. The situation changes during Ph1 of the mass extinction. Model I webs remain significantly more reactive \((\text{ANOVA, } F(2,397) = 919.51, p < 0.0001)\), but fully randomized Model II webs have significantly greater \(\rho_{\text{max}}\) than functionally-structured Model I and III webs \((\text{Kruskal-Wallis test, d.f. } = 2, \text{ chi-square } = 64.825, p = 0.0001)\) (Fig. 4B). Furthermore, Model I webs also have significantly shorter \(t_{\text{max}}\) \((\text{Kruskal-Wallis test, d.f. } = 2, \text{ chi-square } = 48.532, p = 0.0001)\). The observed paleocommunity structure was thus more stable than random webs of equal \(S\). This becomes more pronounced in Ph2 of the extinction, when observed Model I webs were significantly less reactive than Model III webs \((\text{ANOVA, } F(2,397) = 281.08, p < 0.0001)\), and had significantly lower \(\rho_{\text{max}}\) \((\text{Kruskal-Wallis test, d.f. } = 2, \text{ chi-square } = 22.705, p = 0.0001)\) and shorter \(t_{\text{max}}\) \((\text{Kruskal-Wallis test, d.f. } = 2, \text{ chi-square } = 16.785, p = 0.0002)\) than either Models II or III (Fig. 4C). The Ph2 community was therefore more stable than any alternative structures of equal \(S\) and \(G\).

Patterns of extinction

The possibility that declining species richness and functional diversity increased the probability of stable food webs during the PTME extinction implies that those extinctions were not random. We tested this by comparing Ph1 and Ph2 Model I food webs to food webs produced under an extinction null model. The null model assumes that all species had equal probabilities of extinction during both phases of the crisis. Thus, by applying the appropriate magnitudes of species loss using random species selection from DAZ Ph0 and Ph1 communities, we produced null paleocommunities as rich as Ph1 and Ph2 respectively \((n=100 \text{ simulations for each community})\). Non-metric multidimensional scaling ordinations of the observed and null communities during
Ph1 and Ph2 show that the former differs significantly from the null set (Bray-Curtis dissimilarity, 95% CI outlier detection using Hotelling’s $T^2 = 10.355$, $p = 0.0076$), whereas the latter does not (Hotelling’s $T^2 = 0.214$, $p = 0.899$). The distinctiveness of Ph1 may stem from selective species extinction based on guild membership (Fig. 1). We tested this by examining the probability of producing each community, observed and null, from the stratigraphically preceding community, given random and unbiased extinctions. Each probability was calculated from the multivariate hypergeometric distribution, with the assumption that species in all guilds had equal extinction probabilities. The probability that the observed Ph1 community was the result of random extinctions ($p = 1.61 \times 10^{-34}$), is significantly smaller (z-test, log-transformed probabilities, $p < 0.001$) than those of the corresponding null communities (mean $p = 1.19 \times 10^{-29}$). The non-random pattern of extinctions resulted in a Ph1 community more stable than expected had extinctions been random. Model I food webs of the observed community were significantly less connected than those of the simulated null communities (ANOVA, $F=66.89$, $p < 0.0001$), and more resilient (ANOVA, $F=414.6$, $p < 0.0001$), less reactive (ANOVA, $F=869.9$, $p < 0.0001$) and of lower $\rho_{\text{max}}$ (Kruskal-Wallis, $p = 0.0001$). The time of maximum amplification did not differ. Differences between the observed and null communities must be attributable to guilds where the observed magnitudes of extinction differed significantly from corresponding guilds in the null communities. We identified three such consumer guilds, using an empirical ASL (achieved significance level) comparison (44) of observed to null guild extinctions. The guild of small amniote carnivores and insectivores suffered significantly greater extinction than expected (ASL, $p = 0.03$), whereas the guilds of medium and very large amniote herbivores suffered significantly less (ASL, $p = 0$ and $p = 0.02$ respectively), suggesting an extinction bias toward small body size. However, a marginal lack of significance in other guilds (e.g. very small amniote carnivores and insectivores; $p = 0.07$) in which extinction was 100% by Ph1, points to the possible small sample size limitation of the ASL. We therefore tested for biased extinction among amniote guilds aggregated by body size, concluding that the first phase of the extinction was significantly selective against small body-sized amniotes (Fisher’s exact test, $p = 0.016$ (Fig. 1).

There are no significant differences between the multivariate hypergeometric probabilities of the observed ($p = 2.24 \times 10^{-11}$) and null communities of Ph2 (mean $p = 9.52 \times 10^{-11}$; z-test, log-transformed probabilities, $p = 0.071$), which is expected given the low $S$ and hence small number of permutations or extinction patterns possible. The simulated null models, therefore, bear the same relationship as the Model I webs do to the Model II and III webs, and there is no evidence of selective extinction in the context of guild membership.

**Discussion**

During times of background extinction, Model I Karoo paleocommunities were of least or intermediate stability when compared to random models. The communities were less resilient than fully randomized models of equal $S$ (Model II), but more resilient than random models of equal $S$ and $G$ (Model III). Any functional partitioning of $S$ therefore lowers resilience, but the Model I paleocommunities were nevertheless significantly more resilient than alternatively partitioned model communities. Transient dynamics follow a similar pattern: Model I paleocommunities during times of background extinction are the most reactive, and have greater maximum amplification of perturbations and later times of maximum amplification than fully randomized models. The communities do have lower $\rho_{\text{max}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ than Model III communities of equal $S$ and $G$, supporting the conclusion based on resilience that observed functional structures were more stable.
than alternative schemes. The relative stabilities of observed and random models changed during the mass extinction. Model I paleocommunities are of equal resilience to the random models in Ph1, and more resilient in Ph2. Transient dynamics also become more stable, with significant reductions of $\rho_{\text{max}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ in Ph1, and a significant reduction of reactivity relative to Model II in Ph2. Thus, while communities were not more stable than random counterparts during times of background extinction, the Karoo system underwent a transition as the mass extinction altered $S$ and $G$, resulting in significantly more stable communities. Our analyses do not provide absolute measures of stability, so we cannot determine if communities were more stable during times of mass extinction in comparison to those from intervals of background extinction. It is clear, however, that although stability could have been greater during times of background extinction if the communities were structured differently, they were as stable as probabilistically possible during the mass extinction.

The ongoing and accelerating modern global biodiversity crisis demands that we determine if there are general principles underlying ecosystem stability and responses to reductions of diversity (45). Based on our analyses of the Karoo ecosystem dynamics and stability during the PTME, we propose the following hypotheses. First, stability is not a significant factor in the evolution of functional partitioning, or patterns of trophic interactions, when the probability of extinction is low. The selective extinction of small-bodied amniotes during Ph1 of the PTME, however, resulted in a set of interactions that was significantly more stable than possible alternative sets. The significantly low probability of this pattern of extinction and the resulting enhanced stability suggest a second complementary hypothesis: during a mass extinction, those species that participate in sub-networks of the food web that are more stable than other sub-networks, have greater probabilities of persisting, whereas other species will have greater probabilities of extinction. The bias against small body size points to selection against a trait(s) associated with small body size, whether phenotypic or autecological, but the significantly low probability of obtaining the stable, surviving community randomly, points toward a strong community ecological factor based on interspecific interactions. Such selective patterns of extinction further suggest that although real communities might in general be neither resilient nor in equilibrium, they may become so after being simplified by severe extinction.

If modern communities are analogous to paleocommunities of the Karoo Basin, then prior to anthropogenic disturbance they would have been less resilient and have exhibited greater transient deviations than would randomly assembled communities of equal richness. An important question then, is, if we are entering into a sixth mass extinction, are anthropogenic drivers analogous to the environmental drivers of the PTME? If yes, then we predict that communities will become more resilient and exhibit less transient behavior than equivalent randomly assembled communities. Changes to biogeographic ranges in response to global warming, and invasive species, would potentially disrupt this prediction. If no, and anthropogenic drivers act differently than those of the PTME, then the random patterns of our simulated null extinction models could be predictive of future community states. In that case, we predict that communities will be less stable than those that persisted during previous mass extinctions.

Methods

The paleocommunities are based on methods and reconstructions outlined elsewhere (17,36), updated with recent taxonomic revisions (46) and the discovery of new taxa (47). Community data include four primary producer guilds, treated as single nodes in each model matrix, and both
terrestrial and aquatic invertebrates and vertebrates. With the exception of the Dicynodon Assemblage Zone (DAZ), we considered each assemblage zone to represent a single community even though not all taxa in a given assemblage zone range through the entire zone. We sub-divided the DAZ to represent the suggested pulsed series of extinction events in the latest Permian, based on new data of tetrapod stratigraphic ranges (34). DAZ Ph0 was constructed in the same manner as the other Permian and Triassic communities, including all taxa known to occur in the DAZ. Tetrapod diversity was reduced for Ph1 and Ph2, with Ph1 comprising the 15 tetrapod taxa present in extinction phases 1 or 2 (34), and Ph2 including only the seven taxa that either went extinct just before the PTB, or survived into the E. Triassic. There are no similarly resolved data for non-tetrapod taxa; we therefore estimated those guild richnesses by reducing them by the extinction rate for each phase, specifically 75% for Ph1 and 50% for Ph2.

Each food web is created as a $S \times S$ matrix of generalized Lotka-Volterra interactions,

$$\frac{dx_i}{dt} = x_i(r_i + \sum a_{ij}x_j)$$

where $a_{ij}$ are $x_i$'s coefficients of interspecific interactions. The number of positive elements $a_{ij}x_j$ in row $i$, that is, the number of prey species of species $x_j$, being determined by a stochastic draw from the in-degree distribution, $P(r)$, of that species's guild (see below). Positive predatory coefficients are drawn randomly from a uniform distribution ranging between 0 and 1 but exclusive of 0, $(0, 1]$. Negative coefficients are drawn randomly from a uniform $(0, 0.1]$ distribution, the shorter range reflecting the generally greater strength of predator impacts on prey (48). Self-regulatory diagonal elements are also drawn randomly from a uniform $[-1, 0)$ distribution, meaning that all species are ultimately self-limiting. The number of prey per consumer frequently conforms to exponential-type hyperbolic distributions in modern food webs (17, 49, 50). The number of interspecific interactions are thus determined randomly on a per species basis by assuming that the overall distribution of the number of prey per consumer, $P(r)$, within a trophic guild or partition is hyperbolic, in this case a truncated mixed exponential-power law function with a range from one to the maximum number of prey possible given the pattern of guild-level interactions (17),

$$P(r) = \exp(r/\epsilon),$$

where $\epsilon = \exp[(\gamma - 1)(\ln M)/\gamma]$, $r$ is a species's number of prey, $M$ is the number of prey available to its guild, and $\gamma$ is the power law exponent. $\gamma = 2.5$ for all simulations presented here, but we also explored values of 2 and 3, which yielded no qualitative changes to the results.

The calculation of resilience follows that outlined in (3). Transient trajectories are calculated as the evolution of a displacement from equilibrium over time, $\rho(t)$, as

$$\rho(t) = \max \frac{\|x(t)\|}{\|x_0\|} = \max \frac{\|e^{At}x_0\|}{\|x_0\|}$$

where $x$ is the displacement of the system away from equilibrium because of a perturbation, $A$ is the Jacobian matrix, and $\|e^{At}x_0\|$ is an exponentiation of the Euclidean norm of the dynamic matrix (4, 39, 51). From this one can derive the reactivity, $\rho_{\text{max}}$ and $t_{\text{max}}$ of the community.
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Figure 1: Richness and functional diversity of the Karoo Basin paleocommunities. Gray bars represent the three extinction stages; missing bars indicate time bins when richness was zero. Species richness of amniote tetrapods is shown summed for all species and subdivided by body size (see SI). Chart on the left shows the approximate correlations between the biostratigraphic assemblage zones of the Beaufort Group and the geological time scale. The subdivisions of the *Dicynodon* Assemblage Zone are shown as being of equal length, but they most likely were of unequal durations (34). Standard stratigraphic units: Ans, Anisian; Cap, Capitanian; Chx, Changhsingian; Ind, Induan; Ole; Olenekian; Wuc, Wuchiapingian. Assemblage zones: Cist, *Cistecephalus*; Cyno, *Cynognathus*; Dicyn, *Dicynodon*; Lyst, *Lystrosaurus* Assemblage Zone; Ph0; extinction Phase 0; Ph1, extinction phase 1; Ph2, extinction phase 2; Prist, *Pristerognathus*; Trop, *Tropidostoma*.

Figure 2: Models I-III. A - Model I, the observed paleocommunity, comprises 3 guilds of 2 species each \((S = 6, G = 3)\). Blue arrows show guild interactions, while black arrows indicate one possible species level network that is consistent with the guild interactions. B - Model II, a random web of \(S = 6\), and the same number of interactions as the Model I web. C - Model III, where \(S = 6\) and \(G = 3\), but \(S\) is partitioned randomly among the guilds, and guild interactions are randomized. Any species level network derived from this model would not be consistent with the observed paleocommunity structure.
Figure 3: Comparative resilience of Models I-III during times of background and mass extinction. Boxes: green - Model I food webs, consistent with observed paleocommunity data; purple - Model II fully randomized web topologies; blue - Model III webs, with randomized functional structures. A - DAZ Ph0, background extinction interval, B and C - Ph1 and Ph2 mass extinction intervals respectively. Y-axis is the logarithm of resilience. N = 100 simulated webs per box.
Figure 4: Comparative transient dynamics of Models I-III during background and mass extinction. Purple - Model I, yellow - Model II, and blue - Model III. X-axis is elapsed time in the Lotka-Volterra models after perturbation, and each model simulation (100 simulations per model) was iterated for 10,000 steps between $t = 0$ and $t = 100$. Y-axis is the maximum amplification of a perturbation at time $t$, and each plot has been standardized to the starting amplification of the model (i.e. $\rho(t)$ when $t = 0$). Solid plot lines are median values of 100 simulations/model, and surrounding filled areas encompass the lower 25 and upper 75 percentiles of each model’s simulations. A - DAZ Ph0, pre-mass extinction; B - Ph1, mass extinction; C - Ph2, mass extinction; D - *Lystrosaurus* Assemblage Zone, post-mass extinction, which is dynamically similar to DAZ Ph0 (A).